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City of Bisbee, AZ powers clean water with 400kW
of Solar PV from PCI Solar
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Bisbee, AZ, October 16, 2015 – Bisbee, Arizona's waste water treatment plant has
increased its sustainability by powering its operations with a 400kw solar system
designed and installed by PCI Solar of Austin, TX. Bisbee, located approximately
100 miles southeast of Tuscon, has a progressive strategy to focus on sustainable
development and hedge against increasing electricity costs by installing solar PV to
service its municipal facilities.
The PCI Solar team worked with PACE, a nationally recognized waste water
treatment services provider, and community leaders to develop a well designed solar
system for Bisbee's waste water treatment facility.
PCI’s full in-house solar engineering, design, and project management team
provided the solar and construction experience and resources required to overcome
challenges on time, on budget and to Bisbee's specifications. Bisbee valued the PCI
Solar team’s experience in executing solar projects in Arizona and for other local
governments, along with the company’s outstanding safety rating -- a crucial factor
when operating heavy, energized equipment. PCI’s bonding capacity of $75 million
per project and $750 million in aggregate was also an important factor for working
with a local government entity.
ABOUT PCI SOLAR
PCI Solar is a division of Performance Contracting Group, a specialty building
contractor with over $1 Billion in annual revenues.
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=dd2f95e892ee068adc918d939&id=aeddf85d4d
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contractor with over $1 Billion in annual revenues. In addition to city governments,
the PCI Solar team serves commercial customers such as Holt Caterpillar and
federal government customers including the U.S. Navy.
PCI Solar
Office: 512-443-0535
http://www.pcg.com/services/solar_energy.php

Our complete service offering ranges from
design and engineering to finding the right
financing solution for your projects. Our team
can evaluate your property, conduct feasibility
studies, contract, and construct in an efficient
and timely manner.
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